Geschicklichkeitsprüfung

FRAGEN:

QUESTION: How many woodcut prints of typical street scenes 1890 are there in the Ostdeutsche Gallery?

ANTWORTEN:

A) 1,000
B) 1,000
C) EINE MILLIARDE
D) TOO MANY/ZU VIELE
E) ONE TOO MANY/EINER ZU VIEIL

I'm Golshad and I strongly Richter object to this suggestion. My rocket gets hard with only one lady, I don't need 3. Meine Rakete wird ohne dvi mythologokalishe Damen hart.

Adrian having an empathic moment with the European Beaver.

Erotic Kunst - Richter is vastly stimulated by Louis Corinth's three very sexy mythological ladies.
I seem to be amassing cultural newspapers.

It's enough already day. Das ist genug.

I am feeling kranky.

My eyebrows and hair are out of control.

Sorry journal we are feeling kranky.

This is the end but it is only the middle.

Das ist das Ende, aber es ist nur die Mitte.

We are singing our asses of all day long just to make your Bavarian residency good.

Arsch Loch

Extra fucking strong tea day.

Emergency measures.

Everybody leaving all at once.

2x Double tea bag.

Back to Czech.

This sucks.
Hello, I'm MR. NEXT PAGE
GOOD LUCK WITH THIS
ich bin
HALLO MR. NÄCHSTE SEITE
VIEL GLÜCK MIT DIESEM

Thanks a lot, Danke
Herv nächste Seite,
How about you,
take a Fucking
Holiday

die DIRNDL
GOTT SEI DANK

FROM THE FAMED
KUNSTLERHAUS
LIBRARY
ANDERS ZORN
DOES BIG
SWEEDISH
BOOTIE 19th CENTURY
STYLE
NOT EXACTLY
A DIRNDL
BUT SAME
BASE IDEA

VIENEN DANKES

MAY 1st
ERSTER MAI
INTERNATIONAL
WORKERS AND
BOOTIE DAY
ME AND LUCASCRANACH
SOUL BROTHERS
RIGHT!

WAS MACHT
"SOUL BROTHERS"
Bedeuten??

AND I'M LOVING THE
FORKED HARLEYDAVIDSON
BEARD LUCAS

WER IS DIESER
"HARLEY DAVIDSON"?

POSSIBLY I HAVE BEEN LISTENING TO A
BIT TOO MUCH OLD SCHOOL HIP HOP AT THE
RESIDENCY

I'M RIPPETY TIPPETY,
SLIPPETY PIPPETY,
MEdieval....

ICH BIN WUNDERLICH
ICH BIN IN
Mittelalterlich

An average
day in the hood
Circa 1500

IM FLYING, IM SLAYING,
IM FLYING A SAINTLY
SAINT. I AIN'T AFRAID TO
Say it ich enzünde
Einen Heiligen

JUST WORKING
ON HIS RHYMES